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Name: _______________________________

Fiction: 1

Perry the Polar Bear
Perry the Polar Bear was starving. He had just

9

woken up from a long winter’s hibernation. He was

18

ready to go hunt and find some fish to eat. Perry

29

headed to find an ice hole. Usually, Perry searched

38

for a hole to dive into until he could catch a fish.

50

He started his journey by using his nose to lead

60

the way. He could smell the fish under the deep

70

layer of ice, but he just couldn’t find any holes in

81

the snow or ice. Finally, Perry found the edge of

91

the snow, but the water had frozen over. He went

101

to bite the fish that was swimming at the top of

112

the water, but when he went to bite the fish, he

123

hit ice. The layer of ice was so clear,

132

he didn’t even see it!

137
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Name: _____________________________

Nonfiction: 1

Polar Bears
Polar bears are very large bears that live in very

10

cold areas of the world. They have thick, white

19

fur that helps keep them warm in their cold

28

habitats. Polar bears have big, thick paws

35

that also help them stay warm when they

43

walk on the snow and ice.

49

A male polar bear can weigh over one

57

thousand pounds. Females weigh only about half

64

of that weight, but they are still very large

73

animals. Polar bears are dangerous animals

79

because they are very good at hunting. They eat

88

other animals from the Arctic area. One thing

96

that makes a polar bear such a great

104

hunter is its great sense of smell.

111
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